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TO THE MEMBERS OF FIFA 

Circular no. 1324 

Zurich, 25.10.2012 

SG/cla 

FIFA/Coca-Cola World Ranking 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

Following an analysis of the legal framework, as weil as the implementation of the FIFA Regulations 
Governing International Matches, FIFA would like to clarify the criteria for a match to be included in 
the list of matches used to calculate the FIFA/Coca-Cola World Ranking. 

For the purposes of the ranking, FIFA defines an international "A" match as a match between two 
FIFA members for wh ich both members field their first representative team (" A" team). 

The FIFA/Coca-Cola World Ranking is based on a list of all international "A" matches that are 
recognised by FIFA. 

International" A" matches include matches played as part of the FIFA World CUpTM, FIFA World CUpTM 
qualifiers, FIFA Confederations Cup, continental final tournaments, continental qualifying competitions 
and international friendlies. International friendlies will only be included on the list used to calculate 
the ranking if they have been pravisionally authorised in accordance with the FIFA Regulations 
Governing International Matches, which came into force on 1 August 2011. Please refer to circular no. 
1273 of 29 July 2011. 

Main criteria for an international friendly to be included in the list used for the calculation of the 
ranking: 

• Observance of the Laws of the Game as issued by IFAß and published by FIFA. 
• In accordance with the FIFA Statutes, the main referee and both assistants must be listed on 

the current FIFA list of international referees. 
• It is not compulsory that the fourth official be included on the FIFA list of international referees 

but if a non-FIFA listed fourth official is required to replace the referee or assistant during an 
international "A" match, this match will not be included on FIFA's list of matches for the 
FIFA/Coca-Cola World Ranking. 

• The referee and assistant referees shall be fram a neutral country unless otherwise previously 
agreed by the members concerned. 

• Only six substitutions per team can be made during the match. 
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Matches can be retrospectively removed fram the list of matches used to calculate the FIFNCoca-Cola 
World Ranking if the Laws of the Game have not been observed. 

Should you have any further queries, please da not hesitate to contact datainfo@fifa.org. 

Yours faithfully, 

FEDERATIO~ INTERNATIONALE 

DEFOOTB~y'~~~~ON 

- ~jf})/ 
Jerö e Valeke 
S~ etary General 

ce: - FIFA Executive Committee 
- Confederations 
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